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Counting Skill:

Numbers 1-170

2 Introduction to
hcb:

Addition of
numbers

Counting SHII:

-Numbers 171-180-
Count forward in 2s, 3s

Writing %ill:

-Writing numbers

-Addition oftwo 2-diét
numbers wtå Nun not
greater than50

-Place value

-Addition wiåout

and

UNIFIED SC'IEMFS 
FOR 

OF 
PRIMARY 
WORK FOR 

ONE
PRIMARY SCHOOLS

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Pupils should be able to:

count numbers 1-170

order numbers from 1

100

identify numbers from 1 -

170

add two 1- digit numbers

with sum not more than

20 using math hcts

describe the value of zero

when zero is added and

subtracted from numbeß

identify fractions: halves

and quarters

Atåe end of fre lesson, pupils

åould be able to:

count and identify

numbers from 171-180

write numbers 1-180 in

numerals

add two whole numbers

sum not more dran 50

solve simple math addition

identify åct families in

addidon: 20 + 30 = 50 and

30+20=50
idenä& place value of two

di*numbers
skip cognt in 2s, 3s and IOS

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Pupils:

classify objects in groups

according to their numbers.

create quantities based on

numbers given to them in groups.

colour shapes in groups of

numbers

work in groups to count

rote count from 1 150

match fractions to divided obje«s

Pupils:

sing son5 on addition

add numbers using objects

Pupils count from 1-150

perform role play as a dass Five

pupils are alled in front of the class.

Pupil A is øven 12 books, pupil B is

pven 14 pens. Afterwards, the

remaining pupils are asked to count

aloud the numbers of items

held by ffe two pupils standing in

front ofthe class

QUANTITATIVE REASONING

EMBEDDED CORE
SKILLS

Communication
and

collaboration
Problem

solving
Personal

development

Communiation

and

collaboration

Critinl thinking
and problem
solving

Student

leadership and
ersonal

development
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apply addition oftwo double
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By the end of the lesson, pupils Pupils:

troduction to

ath facts:

lbtraction 
of

nlbers

ounting 
Skill:

-Numbers 
181-190

-Skip count in 2s and

3s

writing Skill:

-Writing of the numbers

-Subtraction 
involving

addition

Importance:

count and identify numbers

from 181-190

count from 1 - 190

Skip count in 2s and 3s

write numbers 1 -- 190 in

numerals

interpret the functions of

these symbols: and 'z'

solve missing number

problems involving numbers

up to 20 given statements

using the symbols '-' and

add and subtract I-digit and

2-digits numbers up to 50,

should be able to: in pairs do a role play independent
Communication

of other pairs. 20 books are given toPupil A and 8 books to Pupil B, the
other Pupils in the class then count
aloud the number of books Pupil A
has more than Pupil B,
in groups use connecting cubes,
shells or marbles to solve addition
statements with missing numbers.
use dominoes to solve addition
statement problems.

OTE: Different materials should be
ivcn to different pairs for easy
nderstanding of the concept.

and collaboration
Critical thinking
and problem
solving

Student leadership
and personal
development

-Vocational Skills

-Trading

-Banking and Finance

Money.

Nigerian

Currencies

Counting Skill:

including zero

apply numbers in real life

situations (Real Life

Problems).

QUANTITATIVE REASONING

10 10

4

20

15
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At the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:
Pupils: Communication

and

Numbers 190-200

Writing Skill:

-Writing of the numbers

-Recognition of Coins

and notes

Importance:

-Petty trading

-Banking and Finance

-Foreign Exchange

-Buying and Selling

count and identify

to *82nd
backward to 1

skip count in 2s, and ss

using money

explain money and is

importance and describe

ways money can be spent

and kept

recognize different

denominations in Nigeria

Currencies 1k, 5k, 10k 25k,

50k, WI, W50,

arrange coins in order of

their real values.

differentiate between coins

and notes.

pracüce spending and identifying
laminated copies ofmoney at
sh0DDjng corner in %assrop

by giving smaller denominations of
money and collecting change.

paint blocks of fractions. For

example, 10 blocks to indiate 10

naira and a block ofhundred

collaboration

Critical thinking

and problem

solving
Student

leadership and

personal

development

express one coin in urms of

squares to that 1 naira

is 100 kobo.

match pictures ofmoney(Naira and

coins to their respecüve price ugs

on commodities.

discuss about situations where

adults spend money wiülout

tendering cash.

sing money solV.

take a gallery walk where money

charts containing pictures of

different denominations are placed

AUDIO

Dominos, Shells, Marb
Bottle tops, Beans, Orar

Real coirs
Model coins or traced coil

notes
narra note or

notes

Brown paper

paper

WEB RESOURCES

80

VIDEO UNB
another (in value)

arrange naira note and coins

in order of their values using

ordinal numbers to idenåfy

their posiüon and order.

around in the classroom

paint pictures of plain naira not$

in worksheeG.

randomly pick out coins or naira

notes from a collection as the

udelightt tors.com

teacher calls out the value.

QUANTITATIVE REASONING

Add these currencies together

N50NIOe



practice addition and Communication
S No•ey (contd.)

20t
ate

tse

211-220

C.a-—7

At the end ot the lesson, pupils Pupils 
giving smallersubtraction by 

sbmt)d be able to:
anddenominations of money 

and identify collecting change.

from t -210 Pupils as a class do a role play of

to 200 and

to t.
in 2s. and

money

naira notee and

in of their valor'S

ordinal numbers to

their rxysition and

•dd subtract in kobo and
Naira With different value

50 kobo and
• Naira

and 

At ed of the 
be

the

pupils

identi&
from 211 —220

220 and

2s,

and given
with unit

clase business. Pupils are shared

into two groups. A group sells

products while the other buys the

products. Money is required for

exchange,

Pupils practice adding pictures of

coins the teacher presents to

groups to sum up in Naira.

Pupils match pictures of money

(Naira and coins to their respective

value.

Pupils sing about money

pils discuss with their peers about

oney given and change.
QUANTITATIVE REASONING

Add these currencies together

N22

NIO N12

observe åe length of objects in the
classroom like pencils, carroß,
ruler.

are engaged to sharpen pencils
with sharpener to show how length

in pairs compare pencils of
different lengths their partners
to d&rmine the long longer and the

collaboration
Critical thinking
and problem
solving
Student
leadership and
personal
development

Communication

collaboration
Critical thinking
and problem
solving
Student

AUDIO 
VISUAL

Nigeria 
currency 

chaFlash cards

WEB 
RESOURCES

VIDEO LINKS

AUDIO VISUAL 
RESOUR

Stick
Pencil
Ruler

Classroom
Books

leadership and
personal
development WEB RESOURCES

drawlines 
tmit) sud

with åe span of their
z fi*r

fingers deterrnine length.
use üe span of åeir fingers to

measure lengås of their books andodier objec# in the dassroonz bot
work in hand pairs; use die measure

measure length ofthe classroom,
teacher's uble and pupils' desks,
remrd and Qien tbe mmpare åeir

Eng lonF, differences.
use the vocabulary long for lengthand for heiÜit as the teachershows them flashcards ofobjects,

real people aroundbuildings, 

match obJece ofthe same height orMmmmon length in their 
after

measuring with their fingers, hand-&ütop, wine spaL ruler or tape.

SITE LINKS

VIDEO LINK

be—d ed booh.



TOPICS

MID TERM BREAK

Weight

Counting Skill:

- Number 221 - 230

-Skip count in 2s, 5s and

IOS.

Writing Skill:

-Wriffng of the numbers

-Weight measurement

and comparison.

Imporunce:
-Hospital

-Pharmacy

-Abattoir

-Fish Depot

9 Two dimensional

shapes

Counting Skill:

-Numbers 231 - 240

-Skip count in 2s, 5s,

IOS.

Writing Skill:

Writing of the

numbers

Recogniüon of

curved line,

straight lines

Description of
shapes and

figures

-Textile Industries

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

MID TERM BREAK

At the end of the lesson, pupils
should be able to:

count and identify
numbers from 221-230
Count forward 1 to 230
and backwards.

skip count in 2s, ss and IOS.
give the meaning of weight
compare the weight of some
common objects around the
school using the terms "light"
and "heavy" or "lighter than"
or heavier than"
apply weight in real life
situation (Real life Problems)
subtract 1 digit numbers
from 2 digit numbers using
weight parameters,

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

count and identify

numbers from 231-240

count forward to 240 and

backwards.

sldp count in 2s, ss and IOS.

recognized and identify

curved lines or straight lines

mention and identify the

objects that belongs to 2

dimensional shapes around

them

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
EMBEDDED CORE

QUANTiTATlVE REASONING SKILLS

14m
12cm

10m
17cm

MID TERM BREAK
MID TERM BREAK

upils:

discuss about heavy and light objects
Communication

in the classroom and

in small groups, make use of
collaboration

weighing scale to record the weight of
Critical 
and problem

trinking

five bottle tops, the school bell, a
notebook, and a food flask Then
observe their similarities and
differences
sing son5 on heavy or light weight
objects e.t.c
circle pictures of heavy objecG in a
collection of

UANTITATIVE APTITUDE

1000g

2020g

Pupils:

IKG

2.02KG

match 2D shapes wiå ffeir names
paint pictures of 2D shapes

in pairs cut cardboards into

different shapes such as rectangle,

square, circle etc. These shapes are

tv,ro-dimensional shapes, they are

then placed around the class with

their name imprinted on it for

future references

use plastercine or clay to mold 2D-

shapes in the classroom.

Take a gallery walk to obsewe and

discuss fre 2D shapes created

solving
Student
leadership and
personal

development

Communication

and

collaboration

Critical åinking
and problem

solving
Student
leadership and

personal

development

identify different shapes such as

Square-chess board, Circle- QUANTITATIVE REASONING

tyre or coin, Rectangle- door Tick which is bigger in the shapes øven

Triangle- C-cauåorv below

mention 2 dimensional

shape containers used at

home

apply capacity in real life

-Engineering Companies
-Architecture

10 Capacity: 3-
Dimensional
shapes

Counting Skill:

situation

solve quantitative

reasoning.

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

count and identify

numbers from 241-250

count forward to 250 and

Pupils work in group. They are to

cut card boards into different two-

dimensional shapes, after doing

that, they then join they using glue

to form three dimensional shapes

Pupils create 3d shapes using

Communication

and

collaboration

Critical thinking

and problem

solving
Student

MATHEMATICS

LEARNING
RESOURCES

MID TERM BREAK

AUDIO VISUAL RESOURCES

Scale
Weigh balance
Stone

WeiÖ1ing scale
Paper

WEB RESOURCES
srrE LINKS

https:l/vww.education:comn
essqn-plan/el-suppqrt-lesson-

measurement-tQQls/.

AUDIO VISUAL RESOURCES

Television

Pot

Charts of 2 dimensional

shape

Dining table picture

https:/./www.education.comld

ownload/lesson-plan/2-d-

shapes-createL2-d-shapes-

create.pdf

AUDIO VISUAL RESOURCES

Maggi/Sugar

cubes

Choco milo

Tins of milk or beverages

Matches box

Numbers 241-250 backwards. cardboard and with the teacheds

edudelighttutors.com



MATHEMATIC
s

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

torus

Wr8ting

big ND

using

Inrgrt
shape into giveh

number of em*jltst

shapes.

Importance:
-Plastic Industrie
•Textile Industrie

Companie

11 Dao collection

Counting Skill:-

Numbers 1-250
-SklP count in 2s, ss and
IOS up to 250 and

backwards.

Writing Skill:
-Writing of the numbers
•Data collection

-Pictograph

-Retrieve and interpret

data

• Collate their age group
(mates) with their
heights

importance:
-It help to find the

population of schools or
communities -Census

i.fARN'NG

•kip in 

the 

*fid IOS

that arr

dimencionnl sh*rcs in

h*tljm e.g eugÄt cube qube,

mtch • Cllboid, tin of

milk • cylinder, flying kite •

kite.

mention 3 dimen«ional

shape containers used at

home for storage of concrete

objects and ctorage of liquids

compose and decompose

D shars
Apply capacity in real life

Situation

Sotve quantitative

reasoning in exercise

t*lated to 3 dimensional

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able m:

count and identifr

numbers from 1-250

count forward up to 250

and backwards.

skip countin 2s, and IOS

to 250 and back

øve simple meaning of data

c&tion
retrieve infomation on

pictograph and interpret

dau presented in displays
compare the on two or

more infomation retrieve on
pictogaph e.g. the difference

Fridance.

rupil« match .01 to their

name*

Pupils paint pictureq of .01 <hapoq.

Pupils clay to create .01 Ghapes

in the clas«room.

pupils take a gallery walk to observe

and diccu«s the 3d shapes created.

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE

Pupils:'

work as a class. The whole class are

asked which food they like best,

they are rM)rded by a leader

appointed. After writing them,

similar likes are counted by the

class and then represented on a

table drawn on the board

practice collecting data from

members of their family and

represent the data in a pictograph,

bar graph or tally marks.

paint bars with colours to represent
data on a bar

N N H

QUANTITATIVE API'ITUDE
ge fhese lätters iMtabu15r fornl

EMBEDDED CORE

loaderr,hip and
por•sonai

doveloprnont

Communication

and

collaboration

Critical thinking
and problem
solving

LEARNING

RESOURCES
Charts of solid 

shapes

SITE 
LINKS

http

AUDIO

The pupils

Chart showing graph
Grds written ages

Boards ruler
Student

leadership and
personal

development
SITE LINKS

s:

in children loung coJours K N
app}y data collection in real
life situations H H
Solve quantitative reasoning
in exercises relating to data
collection

Letters

edudelighttutors.com
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4

3
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Revision
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